
Report of the Dissertation council on speciarties
6D0707r00 - "Mining" and 6D071100 - "Geodesy" for 2020

1' Chairman o.f the dissertation council - doctor of technical sciences, professor Bayan
Rakishev, approved b;z the order of the Rector of nao "Kaznitu" <lated December 2g, 201g, No.
503-P

In the reporting year 2020, the DS held 2 meetings, of' which no dissertations were
defended for the degre,: of Doctor of ph.D.

At one meeting, the work plan of the Dissertation Council imd others was considered and
approved.

2.The vast maj me than half of the meetings.
Carsten Dreber of 6D070700_Mining (Girmany) _

attended less than half for

3. List of doctoral students with an indication of the organization.
Table 1 shows clata on doctoral students.

Table 1. Information about doctoral students

Code and title
ofs ial

6D071100 -

Full name of the
doctoral student

Topics of work
of trainin

Kenzhetayev Zhiger Uranium well's production
effectiveness increase on the
basis of intensification of in-situ

6D070700 -

"Mining"

6iD070700 -

"lVlining"

KazNRTU
named after
K.LSatpayev

Tukhtamov Ilya.r Geotechnological provision of
the required degree of crushing
with open working of large-
block rock massifs

KazNRTU
named after
K.I.Satpayev

KuandykovTeleplay Research and justification of
rational technology of recovery
of technological well's flow rate
in uranium in-situ leachi

6rD070700 -
"lvlining"

6D071100 -

"(ieodesy"

6D071100 -
"(ieodesy"

6D071100 -
"Cieodesy"

KazNRTU
named after
K.I.Satpayev

Sadykov Batyrkhan Development of the risk
management method in
conditions of intensive field
development based on the use of

KazNRTU
named after
K.I.Satpayev

Kenesbayeva Aigul Modeling of geodynamic
processes on the territory of an
oil and gas field in the

KazNRTU
named after
K.LSatpayev

Aben Ardana Improvement of geodetic support
for the construction of the
Almaty metro in the conditions
of complex terrain of the Earth's
surface

KazNRTU
named after
K.I.Satpayev

Kartbayeva KuraLlay Monitoring of earth movements
based on Almaty geo-dynamic
field

6D071100 -

"Geodesy"

Ualieva Aliya Complex monitoring of the
tenitory of the Semipalatinsk test

KazNRTU
named after"Geodesv"



site and the creation of
ecological m

K.I.Satpayev

4. Brief analysis of dissertations
Dissertations al:e not submitted.

4.1,2. Analysis of the level of
proposals for expanded implementation

Dissertations are not submitted.

5. Analysis of r"eviewers' work (with
There was no rr:view.

use of scientific results of the reviewed works,
of the results of specific works.

examples of the most low-quatity reviews.;

thesis (the

6 . Information on negative decisions made.
There were no irccepted dissertations.

7' Information on the doctoral students who came to the defense of thereatson)

J\b Full name of the
doctoral student

ofOrganization
training

Code and title
of specialfy

The reason for the
absence of
protection

I Kenzhetayev Zhip;er KazNRTU named
after
K.I.Satpayev

6D070700
"Mining"

6D070700
"Mining"

The final results of
the research require
firrfho.,{^',^l^^*^-.

z Tukhtamov Ilyar KazNRTU named
after
K.I.Satoavev

vvr
The final results of
the research require
further developmenta

J KuandykovTeleplrry KazNRTU named
after

J(.LSatpayev

6D070700
"Mining"

The final results of
the research require
further developmentAT Sadykov Batyrkhan KazNRTU named

after
K.I.Satpayev

6D071 100
"Geodesy"

The final results of
the research require
further development

5 Kenesbayeva AiguLl KazNRTU named
after
K.I.Satpayev

6D071100
"Geodesy"

The final results of
the research require
further development

6 Aben Ardana KazNRTU named
after
K,LSatpayev

6D071100
"Geodesy"

The final results of
the research require
further developmenl

7 Kartbayeva Kuralay KazNRTU named
after
K.I.Satoavev

6D071100
"Geodesy"

The final results of
the research require
further development

8 Ualieva Aliya KazNRTU named
after
K.LSatpayev

6D071100
"Geodesy"

Delay in reviewing an
article in the Scopus
database



students in various research works conducted by teachers of departments and research staff.Sltrengthening coopertrtion with ttre worto scientific community by increasing publications inreputable peer-review':d^foreign journals with a rtigrt-i,np"ct factor, which will increase the
;ffifl#fr.prestige 

or razar<rrstanl ,.i;;d'ri.;it."" the intemational authority of

doctor i; i:iil" 
the considered dissertations for the degree of doctor of phitosophy phD,

columns 2 and 3, spregify onty tlre quantity

Chairman of the lDissertation Council

Scientific secretary

kishev B. R.

sakipova B.B.

Dissertation council

ulsisefiatlons, withdrawn from
corLsideration
ItlClUdlng renroved h.v I)f-

Code and tifle of
specialty

6D070700 - "Mininp>

Code and title of
specialty

6D071100 - "Geodesy>>
0 0

0 0urssertatrons that received
negative reviews from reviewers

U 0

Dlssertations with a positive
decision on the results of the
deft:nse
In,oluding those -Tor" 

"th*orgr

Disl 
".s"ti*deci esJts of

the defense
B Including thor. Aorn otfre,
gltr
Totr d th.r*
lncll r other
organizations
In columnc 2 nni ? cnnnif., ^,^t

0 0

0 0

0 0

U 0

0 0
0 0


